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Framework 

 

This redesigned student affairs course is taught at the end of the second year in a two-year 

masters-level program. Students graduating from the program acquire various student affairs 

professional positions throughout institutions of higher education including residence life, 

academic advising, student activities and leadership, judicial, campus recreation, and admissions 

staff positions. The course focuses on understanding and considering ways to take disruptive 

innovation theory and put it into practice as student affairs professionals within higher education. 

Innovation has historically disrupted the shaping of higher education, and in many ways innovation 

is what those within higher education today are being asked to engage in through the accountability 

pressures they are experiencing (Cohen & Kisker, 2010; Schmidtlein & Berdahl, 2011). For 

example, pressure exists for institutions of higher education to meet the needs of increasingly 

diverse students, while also maintaining affordable costs. Innovating processes and practices 

within higher education is a way to respond to such pressures. Examples of disruptive innovation 

from the past include the credit hour and the academic calendar structure (Christensen & Eyring, 

2011). More recently, advancements in technology are perhaps the most easily identifiable way 

the structure of higher education is being disrupted by an innovation (Straumsheim, 2013). The 

assignment for the course discussed in this article derived from a desire for students to become 

comfortable with incorporating the process of disruptive innovation into their practice so that they 

are prepared professionally for change within higher education.  

 

Making It Work 

 

Drawing associations between seemingly distinct processes can lead to innovative ideas 

that have the potential to disrupt the daily processes of higher education or any organization. The 

ability to associate is one of five skills identified as belonging to those who are disruptive 

innovators (Dyer, Gregersen, & Christensen, 2011). Association is connecting, “wildly different 

ideas, objects, services, technologies, and disciplines to dish up new and unusual innovations” 

(Dyer et al., 2011, p. 45). Thus, to help students strengthen their association skills so that they can 

bring innovation to higher education Pinterest was selected as a means for a biweekly assignment. 

Pinterest “is a visual discovery tool that you can use to find ideas for all your projects and 

interests” (Pinterest, 2014). According to Popolo (2013), some of the most intriguing ways to use 

Pinterest include asking for donations, listing house rentals, raising awareness about various 

causes, and advertising casting calls, although the application is more commonly used for recipe 

sharing, photography, and crafting. Pinterest can be used privately or publically at an individual 
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or community level, and is available at no cost to users globally. Essentially, Pinterest involves the 

process of creating virtual bulletin boards, known as “grub boards” to which users can pin 

resources and items of interest as “visual bookmarks” (Pinterest, 2014). Boards can be thematized, 

and multiple or singular users can contribute to their creation. Any item found on the Internet, 

including those pinned to others’ grub boards, or electronically created by the user, can be pinned 

and shared on one or more electronic grub boards. Users are also able to provide a 500-character 

description under each pin. 

An account and online access is required to use Pinterest. Pinterest can be used to engage 

various populations around the globe (e.g., student affairs professionals) by following public 

boards and individual users. Users can also indicate interest in, or that they “like”, a pin by 

selecting a heart icon at the top of each pin, as well as comment underneath others’ pins. One 

example of an educator using Pinterest is Don Phelps (2014) who used Pinterest to create a board 

of “Books Worth Reading”. Another example is Karen Burns (2014) who created an “Ideas for 

HS Teachers” board to share technology applications designed to assist educators. Considering 

social media applications in general, Davis (2014) discusses the promising results of using 

applications, such as Pinterest, as learning tools by noting how they assist in teaching students how 

to communicate professionally online.  

 

Process 

 

Students were asked to create a Pinterest account, and establish a personal public board 

titled: “(Name) Innovating Student Affairs”. As the instructor, I followed each of their boards, and 

invited them to contribute to the class’s community board titled, “Innovating Student Affairs”. 

Biweekly, the students were to make five pins to their personal board, and then to make one unique 

pin on the class’s community board. Specifically, they were asked to make the following kinds of 

pins throughout the semester: quotes, news articles, videos, books, photos, blogs, and songs. For 

each pin, students were instructed to consider the week’s reading and class discussion topic, and 

pin items they saw as connected. The students were also required to describe the connections they 

saw in the description box underneath each pin, and to comment on the pins of their classmates. I 

reviewed all of their pins prior to class, and incorporated them into the class lesson plans.   

 

Results 

 

Students created their own boards, and contributed to the class board, which now serves as 

resources for the students as they transition into their new professional roles post graduation. The 

board is also  a resource to users who followed the board from around the globe. Throughout the 

course of the semester, the class community board acquired over 115 followers, and many students 

indicated that they received new followers to their personal boards, as well as to their profile, 

because of their participation in the community board. Networking is a part of the job search 

process, and the students enrolled in the course were searching for their first post-graduation 

position. Thus, an unexpected benefit of using Pinterest was that it helped market students to those 

who followed the community and individual boards.   

Students were evaluated on making their pins by the assignment deadline, adhering to the 

pin categories (e.g., quotes, videos, etc.), and the potential for their pins to contribute to the field 
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of student affairs, which they were asked to describe in each pin’s description box. Using Pinterest 

to explore disruptive innovation provided students: 

 

- Opportunities to take quotes, videos, news articles, etc. of interest to them outside of 

higher education and seek associations between them and their work within higher 

education; 

- The chance to explain to followers how making an innovative association can benefit 

their practice; and 

- The chance to learn how to use a web-based technology application to engage with 

others on a global-level and as a resource to inform student affairs practice. 

 

Future Implications 

 

Going forward, using all the features within the Pinterest application has potential to 

broaden the use of Pinterest across educational levels and content areas. Pinterest provides a way 

for students to engage with others inside and outside of the classroom, while also creating an 

established resource connected to the course topic. Related to the use of Pinterest discussed 

previously, and based on the experiences students shared, I am currently incorporating several 

changes. Many students were unfamiliar with the application at the beginning of the semester, and 

although I encouraged them to experiment on the site in order to be comfortable with it, they were 

apprehensive. Thus, it took some time before providing descriptions, liking pins, and commenting 

on their peers’ contributions became habitual. Also, I will ask students to advertise their boards to 

others in the field, in an effort to enhance their networking skills, as well as increase the number 

of connections to other Pinterest users who might find the boards useful. Finally, I will add to the 

assignment the task of finding a way to use the Pinterest application as a tool to innovate their 

practice, outside of the two boards required for class, so that trying out their ideas would add depth 

to the innovative skills they are developing.   
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